Judge. An election certificate (1906) and a letter (1907) from William H. Murray regarding
Baker’s service as a delegate to the Oklahoma Constitutional Convention; letters (1898–
1922) from territorial governor Cassius M. Barnes, Oklahoma governor J. B. A. Robertson
and state supreme court justice Summers Hardy; a transcript (ca. 1890) of the story of
Baker’s participation in the run into the Cherokee Strip; and one copy of The Barking
Water (1928), a magazine published in Wewoka, Oklahoma.

Box 1
Folder:


2. Story of opening of the Cherokee Strip - 1890.

3. Letter of thanks, William Murray to Baker, 27 Sept 1907, for work at Constitution
Convention.

4. Letter of introduction for Baker, Frank E. Gillette to Louis Sulzbacker, Indian
Territory, 30 March 1905.

1898.

6. War Dept. certificate, releases Baker from work on county Legal Advisory Board,


9. Baker speech to OU law students-early 1920's.

10. Letter of Congratulations from Summers Hardy, Oklahoma Supreme Court


14. Typed original and typed copy of family in Wewoka and visit to Guthrie c. 1907.

15. *Beyond The Pale and Other Verse* (1917), *A Book of Verse* (1915), and *Things I Love* (n.d.), all by Richard Harrison, a brother of Walter Harrison, Editor and Publisher.